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RULES FOR PET OWNERS

1. Pets are only allowed in our residences (a maximum of one dog per residence). Only small to medium-sized dogs (up to 
25kg) are admitted

2. The presence of animals must always be reported at the time of booking and on arrival at the resort. Their entry must always 
be authorized by Riva degli Etruschi management, which has the right to refuse animals causing damages or disturbance 
to other guests   

3. We will not accept any dog who is pregnant, in heat, or shows aggressive behavior. No specific insurance is mandatory, but 
the owner is always liable both civilly and criminally for damage or injury to people, animals and things caused by the animal 

4. All animals must be up to date with their vaccinations. Owners must sign a declaration (copied below) during the check-in 
or send it by e-mail during the booking confirmation

5. A pet fee applies when booking a stay with animals 

6. In the residences section, an "Agility" area of about 90 square meters (walking area) is available. A maximum of three dogs 
are allowed in the area at once, and only for a limited time. Owners can let their dog run free (without a leash) in the Agility 
area, but they must always supervise their animals and clear up after them

7. Outside the “Agility Area”, the owner and keeper must always lead the dog with an appropriate leash (maximum length 1.5 
m) and keep a muzzle to be used in case of risk to public safety

8. The resort's pet-friendly restaurants are: Magù, Mistral, Nautico and Mariva, which can be reached exclusively via the 
passageways running along the perimeter (walking inside the park is not allowed)

9. Animals are allowed in our Mariva Oases but cannot enter the Oases’ private pool

10. Animals are not allowed at our restaurant All'Orto, at the swimming pool and at the private beach of Riva degli Etruschi. 
However, animals will be allowed on the shoreline (which can be reached exclusively using the pathways running along the 
perimeter of the resort)

11. The “Dog Beach San Vincenzo”, located at about 1,200 metres from our Reception is available to dog owners (extra charge 
and reservation, subject to availability). For information on opening and closing dates, please visit the website https://www.
dog-beach.it/ 

12. It is not permitted to leave animals unattended in the residence for a longtime. Owners should not allow them to climb on 
beds, armchairs, chairs, tables, etc
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GUEST PET AGREEMENT

The undersigned (Last name and name) _______________________________________________________

Nationality ______________________________________   Place and date of birth ______________________    ___ /___ /_______

Passport/Document Number ___________________________   Date of issue ___ /___ / _______   Issued by ___________________________

Owner/Keeper of the dog identified with: 

tattoo or microchip ______________________________________

race ___________________________   gender _________________

age____________________________    color __________________

aware of the criminal consequences foreseen in case of false declarations (Art. 76DPR 445/2000)

DECLARES UNDER ITS OWN RESPONSIBILITY

1. The animal has been vaccinated in accordance with the Italian law (parvovirus, infectious hepatitis, distemper, 

leptospirosis) and has undergone ectoparasitic treatment (e.g. flea collar) valid during the stay 

2. Animals coming in from foreign countries must meet the health requirements and controls listed by Regulation EC 

no. 998/2003

DATE

___________________

SIGNATURE OF THE GUEST

___________________________________________


